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Single Subject Case:

The future of environmental problem-solving is education. The U. S. is
investing in advancing Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) education to better prepare students to face these
coming environmental challenges and the drawbacks of a nation falling
behind developmentally. China similarly faces impending devastation
from environmental degradation including water scarcity, declining water
quality, and regional climate change. Like the U.S., China needs to
expand STEM education to better prepare for future challenges related to
environmental sustainability as well as political, societal, and economical
sustainability. The natural progression of society places this
responsibility in the hands of future generations. Some key concepts in
environmental and oceanographic science are already taught in schools
in the U.S. and China, but incorporation of these concepts into current
and existing hands-on STEM lesson plans will generate early interest in
youth STEM learning through creative methodology and practical
application. This study incorporates the fundamental oceanographic
principles of phase partitioning and density into a an existing STEM
lesson plan to create a framework lesson plan that can teach concepts of
water quality to U.S. K-12 grade students. The lesson plan was
translated into Chinese for use in China in order to enhance youth STEM
learning to address environmental sustainability issues in the region.
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Chinese Language Subject Case:
Table 1. Results from the data sheet for
the Single Subject Case Study.
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Why is water
important?

We need water to survive

What is “clean,” what
is “dirty”?
How do we get “clean”
water?

Clean would be pure water
and dirty means there are
other substances in the
water
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C. Oil is lighter than water
No Response
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Figure 3. (A) Subject 1 filling out his data sheet and (B) MIDN 1/C Fletcher explaining
concepts in the Single Subject Case Study (n=1) to Subject 1.

An initial case study was conducted using one subject (n=1; Fig. 3A&B).
The single subject was a male college sophomore with no background in
environmental work or oceanography studies, but results from the case study
were beneficial to lesson plan edits for the multiple subject case study with
twelve 5th Graders at the Naval Academy Primary School (Table 1).

Multiple Subject Case:
Figure 4. MIDN 1/C
Fletcher teaching her lesson
plan, “Humans and Water
Quality,” to 5th Graders at
the Naval Academy Primary
School, (n=12).

Post-Lab Assessment: What is water
pollution?

“It’s unhealthy water”

“When clean water becomes contaminated
by dirt, chemicals, trash, and other
contaminates”

“It is water that you can’t drink and it is
dirty”
“When water gets dirt in it”

A
A. Oil is less dense than water

10

B. Oil does not dissolve in water
8
C. Oil is lighter than water

“When all this dirt and trash get into the
water”

Post-Lab Assessment: Examples of water
pollution?

Trash -land/ sewers/ people littering
Plastic -cups/bottles

Trash -“we pollute”/ people/ land/ wind/
trashcans

Oil -boats / factories/ an oil spill/ cars

Glass and plastic -bottles

Poop -sharks/fish/humans/sewer pipeline
crack

Dirt -erosion/ landslides/ rain/ Earth/ wind/
less trees

Mud- land/dirt

Oil - boats/ factories/ people/ oil tankers/
cars/ oil spills
Chemicals -factories/ people/ rain/boats

No response

Figure 6. USNA FC460 Midshipmen
doing the translated Chinese lesson
plan, adding contaminants to water and
exploring methods of water filtration.

Figure 7. Compiled results for USNA
FC460 Midshipmen responses to the postassessment: “Oil floats on water. The
most accurate reason for this is?”

Table 3. Results from the pre- and post-assessments for the Chinese Language Subject
Case Study: “What is water pollution?” and “Examples of water pollution”.
Pre-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
Examples of water pollution?

Post-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
Examples of water pollution?

Erosion/pollution - acid rain

Plastic waste

Plastic bottles/bags – quantity over
quality

Oil - people

Garbage - pollution (trash)

Decomposing fish - animals

Factories - capitalism

Nuclear waste - people

Poop - people

Shipping

Pre-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
What is water pollution?

Post-Lab Assessment (Chinese version):
What is water pollution?

“Contaminants in water”

“Dirty water is water that is not clean”

“Water that is not good to drink”

“Water that’s been tainted by foreign
objects”

“Water that is not good to drink”
“Unclean/unfiltered water”
“Dirty water”

“Water that is contaminated beyond being
drinkable”
“Water that is not good”

“Not good water”

“Water that is unclean for use…”

A case study was conducted using the translated Chinese lesson plan with
USNA Midshipmen from course FC460, Chinese in Media (n=12; Fig. 6).
Figure 7 shows the range of responses to the post-assessment question:
“Oil floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is?”. Examples of
responses to pre- and post-assessment questions are shown in Table 3.
Results suggest the translated lesson plan was not as effective in
reinforcing concepts of density and water quality in non-native Chinese
speakers.

Environmental Issues in China:
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“Pollution is where harmful objects invade
the water”

Pre-Lab Assessment: Examples of water
pollution?
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“Stuff that goes in the water that is not
supposed to”

“When the water is dirty or contaminated”

B.
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Beginning Bottled Water
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Cleanliness Rating (1 ‐ 10)

“When drinking water or clear water
becomes dirty and contaminated with
germs and trash”
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Pre-Lab Assessment: What is water
pollution?

“When trash goes into the water and
other dirty stuff”

Ending Filtered Water
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A customized lesson plan incorporating fundamental oceanographic
principles was created from a compilation of existing lesson plans for
students grades 5-6 based on U.S. grade K-12 STEM education
standards. The lesson plan was then translated into Chinese for use in
STEM K-12 efforts in China (Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows an example lab
set for the lesson plan.

B. Oil does not dissolve in
water

A.

Table 2. Results from the pre- and postassessments for the Multiple Subject Case
Study: “What is water pollution?” and
“Examples of water pollution”.

Figure 2. Example set-up for
hands-on Lesson Plan.

A. Oil is less dense than
water
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Data Sheet: Humans and Water Quality for Test 1, n=1

Methodology:

Figure 1. Lesson Plan in English translated into Chinese (modified from existing
lesson plans such as those developed by the Centers for Ocean Sciences Education
Excellence (COSEE); www.cosee.net).
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# of Students

Abstract:

Figure 5. Compiled results for (A) student responses to the post-assessment: “Oil floats on
water. The most accurate reason for this is?” and (B) responses on student data sheets:
“Rate the cleanliness of the water on a scale of 1 (clean) to 10 (dirty)”.

A multiple subject case was conducted with 5th grade students from the
Naval Academy Primary School (n=12; Fig. 4). Examples of student
responses to pre- and post-assessment questions are shown in Table 2.
Figure 5A shows the range of student responses to the post-assessment
question: “Oil floats on water. The most accurate reason for this is?”.
Figure 5B shows student perceptions of water quality in untreated vs.
treated water. Results were inconclusive but suggest the lesson was
effective in reinforcing concepts of density and water quality.

China faces issues of water scarcity, poor
water quality, and climate change. As
environmental awareness grows rapidly in
cities like Beijing and Shanghai, more
STEM-based environmental education
plans will be needed in China in order to
confront issues like those shown in
Figure 8. Innovative lesson plans like the
one in this study will provide the
background for problem solving that will
better prepare Chinese youth for handling
environmental issues facing the region.

Figure 8. Environmental issues in
China (www.huffingtonpost.com;
www.abcnews.com).

Conclusions:
• Results provide a baseline STEM lesson plan for future research on
youth education to confront future environmental challenges.
• Follow-on studies should be conducted in China’s classrooms and
should include more focus on breaking socio-cultural barriers.
• STEM education is essential to the future of political, economical,
societal, and environmental sustainability.
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